Finding the source of local information cascades in complex networks
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The issue of ﬁnding a source of epidemic or information spreading process in complex network
representing society is obviously of a great interest. In most realistic situations we know state
of only few select observers, not all individuals. The problem has been posed and solved for
Susceptible-Infected (SI) type model by Pinto et. al. [1] by using maximum likelihood and
treelike approximation. More realistic situations will have connections of diﬀerent weights and
Susceptible-Infected-Resistant type model, where the infection is not guaranteed given time.
We have considered SIR model on weighted, directed network, where weights represent inverse
probability of infection (i.e. mean time to transmit). We assume we only know exact network
topology (including connection weights) and times at which certain nodes (observers) became
infected. We take approach similar to [1], in that we consider each node in the network as
potential source, assume treelike approximation of spreading paths and calculate probability
distribution of times of infection of observers if given node was the source. In SIR model,
information cascades are limited in size and some observers may remain uninfected. Limiting
the information to the infected observers we can evaluate likelihood of each node being source
as the probability of obtaining exact observed times from distribution associated with that
node. This however, would ignore information about where the infection did not arrive at all.
We include this, by calculating probability Pr (s, ~r), that given source s, nodes were reached
or not (~r) as observed. This probability is calculated using same treelike approximation for
spreading paths, probabilities to infect along each connection ij and probability to become
resistant (parameter).
While the likelihood derived from times locates the source in global epidemic cascades, for local
cascades the reach likelihood is mostly responsible for success (see Figure).
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Figure 1. Accuracy (fraction of realizations that found source correctly) of ﬁnding the source
of SIR process in random network, using only times (T), reach (R) or both (RT), for varying
recovery probability. Data for network of N = 100 nodes of mean degree k = 2, infection rate
I = 0.3 with K = 20 observers and 1000 realizations.
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